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To enter. The constitution of the republic of uzbekistan of social policy and other legal 

documents with a set of social rights and guarantees of citizens poured the implementation 

of the priority directions of activities aimed at you. 

In the country in 2007. "social protection" year of social protection to be declared, to 

provide the practical expression of state policy is aimed at improving the level of living.  

The main part. 

"Social protection" year of the state program focuses on social protection provisions 

, I set the priority direction to perform the following tasks.  

- different categories of vulnerable layers of the population, first and foremost alone senior 

citizens, persons with disabilities, children who have reached puberty supporter lost to the 

display at the rate of maqbullashtirish norms and social support; 

the homes of older and persons with disabilities, children, married and suffering from 

diseases for children in riniternatlarni, war veterans and labor for the treatment ofpros - 

term regulatory agencies to provide the spending of the amount of material costs 

maqbullashtirishbrowsing; 

- Children under the age of 2 to the mother of many children and families to the 

neighborhood committee members have material and social help rendered by the revision 

of their amount; 
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- "Mercy" homes and special schools-boarding schoolsof the world material-technical base 

mustaxhamlash toe,wish more attention to enhancing the rest of the children were the 

ones, "you are not alone" to ensure the practical implementation of the humanitarian life 

motto; 

- social protection of vulnerable layers of the population to boost the system vulnerable 

families, of pearron clear and effective social and the elderly tohelp increase iy to show 

their needs,and ensuring more complete satisfaction, and to show them material assistance 

and moral support, social ko'llab-kuvvatlash measures applyto enhancing the role of 

communities in increasing; 

2. "Mercy", "Generously" and "Compassion" homesof the staff's social service system 

and appropriate valuation mexanigi stimulating workin those nizmini improvement; 

- eitherto protect the vital interests of shlar, and their ability and potential to create the 

conditions to young families to independent living in them moral and material incentives 

steps the selflantirish ko'llab way to support young familiesto give preferential loans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-picture. The legal basis of social policy reform 

 

The country First by the president on 19 December, adopted in 2007, "and the further 

improvement of the system of social protection of the population to which measures related 

O’uzbekistan uzbekistan Republic Constitution 

Social help Social sug’urta Social services 

Qonun are: 

1. Disabled people social 

himoyalash on (1991 )in 

2. Ahthe high employment on 

(1992 in) 

3. State house-the place of the 

stock of privatization on 

(1993) 

 

Qonun are: 

1. Sug’urta on (1993 in ) 

2.Fuqamong the state by 

the pension bwith you to 

ensure on (1992) 

Qonun are: 

1. Sports and physical education 

on (1992in ) 

2. Ist'emol their protection to 

pass on (1996) 

3. Fukaro and sog’spotted 

storage on (1996 y.) 

4.Education on 
 (1997 y.) 
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to strengthening to'g'i on"the vital importance of a decree of the population in need of 

protection layers ko'llab ijti-kuvvatlash is a continuation of reforms aimed at. This decree 

of the population, further strengthening of social protection for poor families through the 

necessary material assistance ko'llab-kuvvatlash, providing the work of the staff of the social 

service system and stimulating the improvement of the payment mechanism, the institutions 

of social protection of the population of material-technical base aimed at strengthening. 

1-table 

Social policy, the main yo’of nalish 

In the field of production: 

 

in the field of 

Consumption 

in the field of social 

protection: 

 the employment of already 

highjasi to achieve 

 mass customization and 

ravishtasarrufidan event 

production at statelabor 

oshirilayogganda out of the 

world to comply with the 

interests of the community; 

 work previously installed 

aloqalirini storage; 

 small business and private 

entrepreneurshipfor the 

development of the social 

conditions that create it. 

 Income distribution and re -

distribution in the field: 

 salaries, pensions, allowances, 

scholarships, specify the 

minimum amount of yalar; 

 the protection of the 

domestic consumer 

market; 

 the delivery of 

consumer goodsto 

stimulate; 

 the free exchange of 

goods conditions create 

 basic consumer goods 

of the sharp decline in the 

level of production 

avoided; 

 high-calorie food iste’ 

beef products questions 

of the content 

ofemergency; 

 the consumption of 

social services 

alreadyput in the way of 

the sharp decline of 

 dahldor to the 

family character of 

the benefits ofthe 

pros; 

 the targeted 

population on the 

basis of social 

protection; 

 families 

nafaqalar arranged 

by neighborhood; 

 for social 

protection of the 

population of the 

state with financial 

resources in 

number, sponsored, 

this charitable 

organizationfunds 

attract settings. 
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 income and vulnerablecitizens 

in favor of the distribution of 

jasisee that it was 

possible measures. 

 

Social protection of the population using umumjamiyat work out how to participate in the 

activity, despite of the population made to improve the level of living of certain segments 

carried. 

Currently in the republic of social assistancein the home, the types indicated: 

1. Children, families benefits: -  spend on pregnancy and childbirth; 

• child allowances at once give birth; -  care allowances for children up to the age of 2 years; 

-  there are benefits to the families of the minor children. 

2. Social benefits: - congenital to persons with disabilities persons with disabilities and other 

categories; - no to nursing work experience; - to the families who lost supporter. 

3. The storage of social security institutions: - the homes of the elderly and persons with 

disabilities; - orphan homes - morbid for children are boarding. 

4. Various benefits: - free and cost reduction in the vehicle and give the wheelchair; - 

sanatorium-resort provide you with a ticket; - prosthetics; - concerning payment for public 

utility services and taxation benefits. 

5. Poverty benefits: - Ijtimoiy the main source of funding assistance program is in 

addition to funds from the state budget and the budget. 

  

2-table 

Social sector expenditure composition 

Social service 

sector, 

Social protection, Social sug'rta 

Education 16 under the age of children who 

would to families benefits 

Retirement sug'rtasi 

Culture who do not work in mother 2 child 

under the age of care for tulanadigan 

benefits 

Unemployment on 

sug'rta 
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Science Working mother of 2 child under the 

age of care for tulanadigan spend 

Cocktail to pass the 

ability yuq,the slugs on 

sug'rta 

Sog’social 

storage 

Less equipped to the families of 

material assistance 

Medical sug'rta 

Physical 

education 

Chernobil of xalokat oqibatlarini 

eliminating the costs 

 

of social 

security 

Scholarship  

Employment 

service, 

Unemployment benefits  

 

The state budget funds hjesus: - children, families benefits; - feed the elders and persons 

with disabilities and the services uyidagilar show; - to teach disabled people to work, to 

employment, to put the prosthesis; - Chernobil’ aes participate in the disaster in, to persons 

with disabilities are given financial assistance. 

Allowances for children, the financing of the state budget, at the expense of the form of 

ownership, as well asfrom in spite of enterprises, institutions and organizations of the 

templeat the expense of lag'lari is also carried out. 

Currently, the neighborhood social support system are carried out through funding 

from the budget of the following main types: kbenefits to families at issued, until the child 

reached the age of two monthly benefits to people of your care, vn oya the families of 

children who reachedafaqa, orphans and children of parents of children qarovisiz supply in 

a complete state of rest home and spend money on clothes, shoes and benefits to purchase 

supplies. 

Less of allowances to the families who supported her monthly financial assistance to 

the family of 3 (three) appointed for a period of months and will be paid. Less of allowances 

to the families who supported funds from the national budget, local (regional, city and 

district) budget and extra-budgetary funds of the various sources (public and charitable 

funds, management companies and funds of citizens and others voluntary donation) are 
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financed at the expense of. Rural funds, or the citizens of the neighborhood ovul self - 

government bodies is held to the relevant institutions of the savings bank and does not take 

special schyot. 

The amount of financial assistance the most current monthly wage to the amount of 

from 1.5 to 3 times the minimum wage is determined. Expiry of the term of payment of 

financial assistance, the help rendered permanent residence cases the change in the material 

condition of the family, or when fill material changes from stopped to help.  

The mother until the child reached the age of two who do not work to your care to the 

people of monthly benefits at the expense of local budget funds is carried out. They cost the 

state budget economic classification "250" is "5" paragraph of the "03" cost type "4" object 

"25" reflected on the small object. 

 Citizens ' self-governance bodies appointed by the following: 

- mothers who do not work or persons who replace them (usually the father, the son, 

the borrower, make, guardians or other relatives); 

- separated from the production in the case of higher and secondary professional 

educational institutions at secondary paid-contract basis or to the person who read mothers 

who replace them; 

- engaged in entrepreneurial activities without forming a legal entity to the mother 

(mother to the person who replace), as well as activity without forming a legal entity which 

is carried out to the members of the peasant farms. 

The benefits of child care every month, and the number of children who receive care 

from the labor of persons who benefits from this experience, regardless of the applicable 

minimum wage is 200% of the amount I paid. 

A working mother of two young children to care filled with monthly benefits on the 

budget in organizations (institutions) running (allow for reading separated from the 

production, and thus paid-up contract on the basis of enrollment is not included, the service 

passing) of the mother (mother substituting the person) at the expense of the budget is 

carried out. These costs are the costs of the state budget economic classification of expenses 

type "03" account "4" analytical accounting "20"is displayed. Regardless of the form of 
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ownership in the other directory (in the organization) working mothers (mother substituting 

persons) for this directory (organization) is carried out at their own expense. 

The age of two the child care allowances for the care of the mother to two children 

reached the age of kilinayotgan when specialized institutions to the children (infants to 

house) full in the state to supply the children died, the family, together with the children 

from the territory of the republic of uzbekistan for permanent residence in the case of 

stopped going out. 

Of the republic of uzbekistan 's first President “children, families and support the 

further strengthening of the state on 10 December 1996 in the up-dated 1657 and “social 

protection of the population in need of support focused on enhancing the layers clearly in a 

way” January 25, 2002 in the up-3107-dated in accordance with the decree are children 

under the age of 16, as well as in secondary schools, academic lyceums and professional 

colleges of education in the bearing of benefits to families with children from the age of 16 

berlin is under the age of 18.  

N to families with minor childrenneed to take these benefits afaqa, birth, and childhood 

homiylikka (guardian) be taken under the age of 16 (“in secondary schools, academic 

lyceums and professional colleges of education in the bearing under the age of 18 from the 

age of 16”) is given to families with children.  

Twenties who reached the children of the families benefits: 

- a children of the family to - most less monthly work fee of 50% of i in the amount of; 

- two children, families for - 100 % i amount; 

- three children, families for I - 140 % i amount; 

- four and her many children, families for - 175 % i amount is determined. 

With disabilities, children, and families; parents both also is, of children, the rearing 

with while relatives involved families; children of parents one or both also disabled , who 

is the family; his parents, one or both are either unemployed are, labor in exchange for work 

looking for as your account's standing of a family, the benefits of getting a privilege to the 

right has.  

Twenties who reached the children of the families benefits , republic of the budget and 

local budgets, funds of the budget, except the source of funds is funded by. 
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In the republic, full - state supply orphans children and parents qarovisiz the remaining 

children money, benefits and clothes-home, shoes and supplies to buy to get to the benefits, 

as well as in transport walking cards with will be provided.  

Full state supply orphans children and parents qarovisiz the remaining of children and 

social protection to make in order to them all kinds of comprehensive school and graduated 

from university when out and to work joylashayotganda clothing-general, shoes and 

supplies to buy to get to the benefits of doing most less monthly work fee of 100 times the 

minimum wage up to the amount of, most are less monthly to work to pay the amount of 5 

times the minimum wage to the amount of money the benefits of also is given.  

Benefits of educational institutions graduates of educational institutions graduates to 

work joylashayotganida a time is given. You in this institution trained providers from 9th 

grade to graduation, academic, school , or vocational college, 11-class graduates, higher 

education institutions have to read and enter, the graduates of each of two of the benefits of 

this educational institution to study completing after  the same institution gets. Paid benefits 

and money benefits for the costs of the amount they tarbiyalanayotgan education institutions 

or study to continue , which was academic lyceums and professional colleges of the costs 

estimates in budget expenditures economic classification on 03-4-90 article "Home to the 

farm and other transfert the" substance on to reflect is held.  

Mercy homes and schools-boarding schools in tarbiyalanayotgan, secondary schools, 

academic school or vocational college in reading the full state supply orphans children and 

parents qarovisiz the remaining children who read education establishments, and live from 

the place 3 from miles more than the distance located in is, they public transport and pupils 

for transport in preferential walk of cards in circulation in the city and population in point 

of preferential transport in walk cards or transport in preferential walk to the right , allowing 

other types of cards is given.  

Conclusion. The population of a job with to provide its revenue raising is the most 

important factor is. Do this to place regional "Employment" programs, work out, out should 

be done. For this purpose the employment assistance fund from the account the funds should 

be allocated and provided the following recipe should fall:  
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 young people, women, on the employment of special events invalidlarni 

implementation; 

 improve the quality of labor force, kasbkorlikka of the population who are busy with 

work training, retraining and improvement of the training system; 

 men self-employed small business and private entrepreneurship development. 

 targeted social protection of the population of the character, increasing the level of 

living of the poor and vulnerable most of the population social protection measures 

to enhance the importance of the layer, and the implementation of measures on social 

protection of the population tabaqalashgan address and the further strengthening of 

approach, to provide the necessary financial assistance to families. 
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